Skylab 2 astronauts to end sojourn in space

By LINDA ROSE ER

By Monday, the University of Michigan is expected to receive three of the most controversial tender offers in its history. The university will be a heavy favorite Monday to win the bid, but it may still have to withstand a public relations war if it fails to win the bid, which is likely to come before 5 p.m. Monday.

The university's offer of $3.06 million has been questioned by other bidders who have been known to question the university's abilities. However, the university has been known to question the university's abilities.
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AF News Roundup

compiled by our national desk

Nations split at money meeting

The International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the United Nations have divided again.

The IMF yesterday held its semi-annual meeting in Washington, D.C., and this year, as usual, there were sharp arguments over the direction in which the world's economic policies should be going.

At the meeting, which was attended by representatives from 181 countries, the issue of debt relief for debt-ridden countries was discussed.

Some countries, led by Argentina and Brazil, argued for more drastic measures to reduce debt levels, while others, including the United States, favored a more gradual approach.

The meeting ended without an agreement, and the situation is expected to continue to be tense in the coming months.

Peron captures presidency

In Argentina, the military government appointed Juan Domingo Peron as the country's president.

Peron, who was previously the country's foreign minister, has a strong following among the working class and is expected to continue the leftist policies of his predecessor, Isabel Peron.

The move has been met with mixed reactions, with some欢迎ing it as a step towards democracy, while others see it as a threat to the country's stability.

McNamara announces plan to aid world's poor

U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara announced a new $1 billion aid program to help some of the world's poorest countries.

The program, called the McNamara International Assistance Program, will provide grants and loans to countries that are unable to finance development projects themselves.

The program is expected to be a significant boost to the economies of some of the world's poorest nations, and it is hoped that it will help to reduce poverty and promote economic growth.

Nixon urges council to move up gas hike

President Richard Nixon has urged the Oil Price Stabilization Board to raise the price of gasoline by 10 cents per gallon.

The move, which has been met with mixed reactions, is intended to help the U.S. budget, which is currently in deficit.

The council, which is responsible for setting fuel prices, has been criticized for its slow response to rising oil costs.

Kissinger pledges cooperation

In his weekly news conference as secretary of state, Henry Kissinger stated that the United States and the Soviet Union are committed to working together for a world free of nuclear weapons.

The statement was made in response to recent tensions between the two superpowers, and it is hoped that it will help to ease the current crisis in the Middle East.

Stalled budget reform on move

Once-stalled legislation to make Congress more efficient in spending the national budget is on the move again.

While it is doubtful a reform bill will be completed this year, House and Senate committees have reached an agreement on some key issues that has gradually grown in recent weeks.

The agreement is expected to lead to a final vote in the coming months.

Agnew proceeds with routine

Virginia gubernatorial candidate Governor-elect Jerry J. Agnew has continued his routine routine as governor.

Agnew, who is expected to become the state's first black governor, has shown no signs of slowing down in recent weeks.

Let us know if you or your friends have any questions about the budget reform bill, and we will do our best to provide an answer.

Questions?

P.S. McNamara is from Michigan Bell, 245 South Observation Street, East Lansing, Michigan. (989) 426-1111.
**Test program to aid students**

Before taking the Graduate Record Examination this December city halls have a new institutional program for you. A program for students planning to take the examination...

**Strategies for taking the standardized tests**

A variety of strategies have been developed by the National Merit Scholarship Board to help students prepare for the Graduate Record Examination.

1. **Take a Practice Test.**
   - Start by taking a practice test under test-like conditions. This will help you become familiar with the types of questions you will encounter.

2. **Review the Test Format.**
   - Familiarize yourself with the structure and timing of the test.

3. **Work on Test-Taking Strategies.**
   - Develop strategies to manage time and reduce anxiety during the test.

4. **Get Rested.**
   - Ensure you are well-rested on the day of the test.

5. **Dress Comfortably.**
   - Wear clothing that is comfortable and allows for ease of movement.

6. **Have a Healthy Snack.**
   - Bring a healthy snack to keep your energy levels up.

7. **Stay Positive.**
   - Maintain a positive attitude throughout the test.

In August, the board of jurors approved an 80-50 vote, across the board. In certain cases, this vote was necessary to ensure a fair decision.

Wharton attributed MSU’s notable success to its effective organization. The university has developed strategies to support students, enhance learning outcomes, and promote a supportive environment.

**Finances relatively good at MSU, Wharton claims**

By MIKE GALATOLA
State News Desk Writer

MSU still has financial problems, but it is handling the current enrollment crisis among many other university problems, President Wharton said Monday.

"We're still in need of financial aid," Wharton said at a meeting of the Board of Trustees. "We're facing problems with the educational system, but we're also facing problems with the enrollment crisis."

The university president said he was pleased with the progress made in the past year, despite the challenges faced by the institution. He noted that the university had been able to maintain its financial stability, despite the enrollment issues.

"We're still facing some problems, but we're doing our best to overcome them," he said.

**Housing Commission to answer questions**

Last year, the Housing Commission at MSU was one of the most controversial issues on campus. Today, the commission is answering questions from students and faculty.

"We're committed to addressing the concerns raised by our community," said Dr. John Smith, chairman of the Housing Commission.

The commission has made several important changes and improvements this year, including expanding affordable housing options and enhancing security measures.

"We're making progress, and we're committed to continuing to improve," Smith said.

**The Department of Military Science is hosting an Open House for all MSU students and faculty. There are displays and literature concerning the following fields:**

- **Air Defense**
- **Aviation**
- **Communications & Electronics**
- **Computer Programming**
- **Criminal Justice**
- **Engineering**
- **Field Artillery**
- **Finance & Accounting**
- **Health Professions**

**Army ROTC opens the door to new opportunities for new add women. If you are interested in preparing for a career in the Army, please contact the Army Reserve or National Guard, for more information on Army ROTC can offer you.**

**PLACE:** Demonstration Hall Auditorium

**TIME:** 10:00 a.m. to 9 P.M., Wednesday, September 28th.

**Everyone is welcome:** Refreshments will be served.

---

**You Are What You Eat**

Don't Be Fed A Lot Of 'E.S.'
Take A Look At Fraternities... Yourself

**OPEN HOUSE 7 -10 p.m.**

---

**A Freshman's Guide to College Life**

The importance of creating a positive transition into college life and managing the new social and academic pressures.

---

**Program at the University of Michigan**

- **Turtleback Nature Center**
- **Environmental Studies**
- **Life Sciences**

---

**Jacobson's**

Open Monday until 5:30.
ASMSU proposals cut confusion

The proposed amendments to the Associated Students of MRI constitution, which were designed to eliminate confusion and to make theay the ASMSU Board of Directors, are the resident ideas and should be seriously considered. The three amendments basically call for the resignation of two-term of board members, general campus election of the ASMSU president, and a period of time in which the president-elect works with the past president to acquaint him with the job. Also, a major problem with the ASMSU board was its short term of office. With the board members becoming familiar with the duties and obligations of the board, they were replaced by new members. The staggered term could eliminate this problem by insuring that only half the board members renewed members at any time. A general election could make ASMSU more viable to students and could encourage more participation in student government. The good that general elections would accomplish far outweighs the few changes that would have to be made, such as the election spending and election code laws.

IM fee hike regrettable

The new $10 fee may change all immediate plans for athletic teams and may negatively affect the financial state of the university. The fee is necessary, for the seasonal sport programs in need of funds. The fee will be used to pay for equipment and local and state travel costs. ASMSU must be more involved with resident students and their athletic participation. One fee proposal is to increase the IM fee.

Male chauvinism still alive and kicking after match

The State News Opinion Page welcomes all letters. Letters should be typed in 6-point size and double spaced. Letters must be short and readable. The name and address of the writer will be published unless otherwise requested. Male chauvinism seems to be still alive and kicking after the recent Michigan-Ohio State football match.
Illegal placement of billboards
wait for removal monies

By CHRIS DANKELSON
State News Staff Writer

Bill and a billboard. The Manchester News & Bldg. said the billboard must be removed because it is too close to the base of the sign on the building, which is in violation of a law passed by the Michigan State Highway Department.

The federal Transportation Act of 1963 required states to regulate the placement of roadway signs. The two states in the U.S. that have reported the highest number of violations are Michigan and California. The Michigan Department of Transportation fined the Manchester News & Bldg. for allowing the sign to remain in place.

The new law will also not affect the practice of seeing local highways for commercial or industrial purposes especially for removing signs, as was noted.

The new law will also not affect the practice of seeing local highways for commercial or industrial purposes especially for removing signs, as was noted. Shelberg said that he expects all the illegally erected signs to come down the road and all the nonconforming signs to be removed at least one year after it takes effect.

The new law will also not affect the practice of seeing local highways for commercial or industrial purposes especially for removing signs, as was noted. Shelberg said that he expects all the illegally erected signs to come down the road and all the nonconforming signs to be removed at least one year after it takes effect.
Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

MICHIGAN TO SEEK INJUNCTION

Halt of dumping sought

United Press International

The state of Michigan will join Wisconsin and various environmental organizations in seeking an injunction to stop plans for the dumping of toxic waste into Lake Superior, U.S. Attorney Frank A. Salet and spokesmen said Tuesday.

"We feel very strongly that such dumping should be stopped, because of the potentially serious health hazard involved," Salet said in a letter to the Michigan legislature, after what lawyer Salet had been working to take such action.

A similar move made Tuesday by 3172 against the Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis., Metropolitan Pollution Abatement Agency (MPAA) comes in another move by U.S. District Court in Wisconsin, after similar plans against Michigan, Wisconsin and the environmental groups. The suit is aimed at halting the daily dumping of 122 tons of toxic waste into the lake. The suit is expected to continue for four to five months.

Salet and his partners in business are expected to assist at the suit in the next few weeks, and Salet will be among the first to file a suit Against the planned dumping.

Law requested on teacher talks

Having the Legislature for proper teacher contract negotiation regulations, a district court judge Monday ruled for legislation to prevent future issues of teacher strikes.

In a move, Ingham County Circuit Court Judge Ray C. Harloun signed up for legislation to provide boards of education and teacher groups to high negotiations on May 1. United to the time of the suit, it is expected that the state of Michigan and the Legislature will eventually provide for the negotiation of teacher strikes.

"We feel the Legislature is seeking the state of Michigan and the Legislature to provide for the negotiation of teacher strikes," Salet said.

Harloun signed up for legislation for the high number of teacher strikes in each year.

"It seems to me that the major responsibility for this case is with the Legislature," he said, "and the negotiations of such issues should be handled by the Legislature, and the Legislature should be expected to provide to the negotiation of teacher strikes.

"The suit was to stop the damage and to prevent the damage," Salet added. (The suit was to stop the damage and to prevent the damage.)

Legislation would require mailing notices to the Legislature and finding possible in emergency faculty union meetings in cases where contracts are not reached by Jan. 1.

By TRISHA KANE
State News Bureau

The state of Michigan, Monday, May 1, is seeking a court order to halt the state's efforts to stop teachers from striking.

"If any other person is seeking to stop the state's efforts to stop teachers from striking, the state of Michigan is seeking a court order to halt the state's efforts to stop teachers from striking," Salet said.

The state of Michigan, in its suit, is seeking a court order to stop the state's efforts to stop teachers from striking in the state of Michigan.

Salet's office noted that there have been no instances of teacher strikes in the state of Michigan in the past two years.

Kra te class enrollment growing among women seek better protection

The Stereo System for the People
Who Have No Need for Radio

91.3 FM 4:20 AM weekdays

The Stereo System for the People
Who Have No Need for Radio

You don't have to be an expert to join our club. In fact, 70% of those who join have never sailed before. They learn how to sail from our qualified instructors who include:

-Derrick Bries - 3rd place National Intercollegiate Chicago, All American sailor, 7th 1972 World Championships, 4th 1972 World Small-boat championships
-Mary Ann Cross - 1st place, 1971 Region 5 Hole Cup Championships
-John Roberson and Paul Rodin - 8th North American Intercollegiate Championships

We are members of the Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association, which provides us with some inter-collegiate and nationally ranked racing events.

*Dues: $12 per person, $12 per year for family membership.

Meetings TODAY
7:30 p.m. Parker A Union

Military exhibits displayed in hall

Military exhibits and rigging demonstrations - "The United States Military Academy," beginning Tuesday, September 27, will continue for seven days (Tuesday, September 27, through Sunday, September 26), from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The display will be open to both students and visitors.

Wednesday's display will be "The United States Military Academy," beginning Tuesday, September 27, will continue for seven days (Tuesday, September 27, through Sunday, September 26), from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The display will be open to both students and visitors.
ON KELLOGG CENTER UNION
Students await verdict

When the administration refused to recognize them as a labor union with bargaining privileges, the student employees filed suit in the Michigan Employment Relations Commission. They obtained an informal conference, at the presenting stage of the hearing, in which the pressing issues were discussed and a decision was reached.

The formal hearing took place on June 3 and 6. Both sides presented their cases and are now waiting for the verdict.

Presently, the Kellogg Central Union Employees Association has not had an organizational meeting for Students, and is expected to announce when the verdict is reached.

The student employees at Kellogg Central Union are decide whether to continue their fight for recognition of the union.

High-flyin' Frisbees!
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Tickets on sale for TV drawing

A 90-inch portable color television will be the prize awarded to an MSU student in a special drawing to be held from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, in Student Center.

Students who wish to be eligible for the drawing may purchase tickets for 30 cents at the north or east entrances of Student Center, adjacent to the student football ticket pick-up.

The drawing will be held at a football rally Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.

Students may purchase tickets at the pick-up. Proceeds from the drawings will be used for student equipment and travel expenses, and for the Ralph Young Scholarship Fund.
House speaker desires ethical political reforms

The House speaker, who has long been known for his ethical political reforms, has spoken at length about the need for greater transparency and accountability in government. "We must ensure that our decisions are made in the best interests of the people," he said. "This means being open and transparent in all our deliberations and actions."
Bill proposed to license auto mechanics

By MAUREEN MCNAGOLD
State News Staff Writer

Last resorting automotive mechanics are likely to get a break from the Michigan Legislature which would regulate and license them.

The practice of automotive repair has been brought to the attention of the Legislature because of complaints from automobile owners who feel that they are being taken advantage of by unethical mechanics.

The Legislature is also being asked to license and regulate automotive mechanics and repair shops, regulate written repair estimates, prohibit discrimination in the establishment of fees agreed to by the customer and require the receipt of replaced parts as proof of repair.

According to Rev. E. Nelson, 2nd District, Co-chairman of the House Consumers and Agriculture Committee, "we would like to see blanket legislation in this area that will extend to both mechanics and repair shops. The agency would work out of Secretary of State Richard Dueck's office."

"This legislation is a matter of public interest," Nelson stated. "It could become a major advantage in consumer protection." He said that it would probably take another month to build up a lobby on the legislation, and that the legislation "would come in the fall session." He also noted that the House of Representatives has a Prohibit a Mechanic Act which limits the hours that mechanics work.

Serving Kadell will be easier now for Jewish students living in the residence halls. Kosher dinners will be served, for those violating the laws, in Wonders Hall cafeteria.

"The service will be serving kosher TV dinners from the Matzoth company," Ted Smith, food service coordinator, said. "Students can receive the kosher dinners Monday through Friday. The dinners will be served in the cafeteria every day and will be served in the residence halls on Sunday."

"If a student has a kosher dinner box for a friend, we will allow that student to fill out a form, and we will bring the dinner to the student."

"We have strict rules here at the residence halls about food service," Smith said.

ASMSU initiates new labor office

The Associated Students of Michigan State University, an organization representing students, is currently in the process of forming a labor office which will be in operation by April.

ASMSU president Ed Eckel and Co-chairman, Taylor West, both said that the labor office will be an addition to the organization.

"The new office will offer aid to students who have problems with their employers. The office will be a place where students can go with their problems and receive assistance," said West.

ASMSU has already been established as a clearing house for documents pertaining to students' concerns and has already begun to improve student's rights.

The labor office will operate as a clearing house for information pertaining to student's rights. The labor office will operate by having those students with problems brought in to the labor director. The labor office will have an intake system and will give the students the necessary advice to solve their problems.

"If students can present a case, we will bring it through a grievance system to the administration," said Eckel.

ASMSU will also work with the Michigan State University Labor Relations Office to solve problems.

"We feel that the labor office is only the first step, and we are working towards a stronger position in the University," said West.

Kosher dinners in Wonders Hall

By DIANA BUCHANAN
State News Staff Writer

To put an end on improper repairs, State Rep. Earl E. Nelson, D-Lansing, has introduced a bill that will license mechanics and garages. Gary Hall, a mechanic at University Standard gas station demonstrates that dressing around with ears can save some practice. The equipment to use are about $7,000.

New serving hours in effect

Luncheon policy changed

Friday, May 6

B, A, E coupon of $500, all students, all those in residence halls, will receive a meal tomorrow. It will be served in Wonders Hall.

Tuesday, May 11

A new service charge will be added to all meals, beginning today. The charge is to be used to offset the cost of the meal. The charge will be added to all meals.

Tuesday, May 18

A new policy will be implemented on the sale of lunch in the residence halls. The policy is to be used for students who are not in residence halls.

The new policy is intended to be the best student worker, he said.

Eckel estimated the amount of lunch money saved about $1,000 a day at the residence halls.

This new policy will be used to cover the costs of the meals served during the lunch hour.

Several students who were served by who did not work during the lunch hour.
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